Institutions participating in the APLU Adaptive Courseware Grant program must use grant funding to support delivery of blended learning courses using adaptive courseware products from approved suppliers. It is understood that constraints on the adaptive courseware suppliers and products approved for this grant program may set boundaries on the range of disciplines and courses where adaptive courseware can be implemented.

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation provided the following updated list of approved adaptive courseware suppliers and products to APLU in July 2017. It both adds and subtracts suppliers based on the demonstrated adaptive capabilities of courseware products; the availability of adaptive courseware covering a wide variety of subjects across the undergraduate, general education curriculum; and use of the courseware at significant scale (beyond pilots) by multiple faculty at a varying types of higher education institutions. The list will be updated as needed, and not less than once per academic year, as the adaptive courseware market evolves and matures.

This list of approved adaptive courseware suppliers and products supersedes all previous lists provided by APLU.

1. Acrobatiq
2. Cerego (Macroeconomics, Introduction to Statistics)
3. Cengage Learning Mindtap (Cerego)
4. CogBooks
5. Fishtree
6. Fulcrum Labs
7. Knewton
8. LeAP by D2L
9. Learning Objects
10. LoudCloud
11. Lumen Waymaker
12. McGraw-Hill Education ALEKS
14. Macmillan Learning Curves
15. Open Learning Initiative at Carnegie Mellon University
16. Open Learning Initiative at Stanford University
17. OpenStax Tutor
18. Pearson MyLab and Mastering with Adaptive Practice
19. Realizeit
20. Smart Sparrow
21. WileyPlus with ORION (Snapviz)